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	NAME: Pluirian
	DESCRIPTION: Pluirians are, of Pluria IV, an ancient space-faring for many millennia [5+] who regard the fear of death & attempts to prolong life as unbecoming & perverse. Lack of confidence, anxiety, or terror is simply a disease of the mind. This attitude can be a difficulty when dealing with outsiders. They may be found to be arrogant, smug, taciturn, & difficult to get along with, though they are capable of anger, joy, or sorrow as anyone else. They simply refuse to give in to fear. This belief is held so fervently that it comes close to being an article of faith. This perspective is well- grounded in experience & empirical data, a claim that cannot be made of most religions. The social unit is the nuclear family, with 2 parents & (possibly) large #s of children. There is a degree of equality between the sexes in all areas of life. Labor has never been divided based on gender. They are led by a democratic government. They are very advanced in the field of psychiatry & Medicine.Names: They use both given name (comes first) & family names. 
	ERA:  2371 and beyond
	Text Field 13: Fear has no objective reality for us.Colonies: Loiman IX, Obolok III, Duion XVI, & Sairax I
	Text Field 7: Daring +1, Fitness +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Pluirians are tall & slender. They have a dark blue skin tones. Hair color is dark with wavy hair being 3x more common than straight hair. Their eyelids are almost inexistent & their eyes are totally red. This is necessary to protect vs the light of their twin suns of their home system. They are wholly vegetarian, though they are able to eat meat. They prefer to work in the evenings. They have excellent night vision. Lifespan = 95 years old.
	TALENTS: Pluirian, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Rational Philosophy [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Pluirians educational system promotes mental discipline and rational thought. You gain 1d20 to your rolls when using your Reason Attribute for tasks. 
	TALENT NAME 2: Aansherin (Martial Art); [Bonus Focus: Mental Discipline]
	TALENT TEXT 2: It has 2 precepts. First, it teaches mental toughness & resistance to pain.  More importantly, you can consciously produce an adrenaline-like surge to increase your Control & Daring [both +1] temporarily. This lasts for the whole Scene, which then takes you an hour to recover [+1 Diff to all tasks].
	TALENT NAME 3: Matters of the Mind
	TALENT TEXT 3: Pluirians lack of fear is in part to 1000's of years of intensive research & treatment, directing its energies to psychiatric & psychological methods. Many breakthroughs were made in physical medicine. When using the Medicine Discipline for tasks, you lower Diff by 2, min. 1 for your rolls.
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